A cluster of N ligand-receptor pairs between two parallel surfaces under an applied force F = t with a constant loading rate is considered. Our theoretical and numerical studies show that there is a characteristic force f c and a characteristic loading rate c . At < c , the mean rupture force F r of the cluster is close to but lower than Nf c . In this regime, cluster dissociation can be modeled as a one-dimensional barrier crossing process and F r scales like Nf c − F r ∼ N 1/3 [ln( c / )] 2/3 . At = c , the cluster dissociation occurs at F r = Nf c . At > c , F r for clusters with large N is well predicted by the rate equation because the fluctuations of the number of closed bonds are unimportant. Our study shows that f c and c are important emergent properties for understanding the mechanical response of adhesion clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cell adhesion is important in many biological processes from cell migration to embryo development [1] . The specific bonds between two cells or between a cell and an extracellular matrix often aggregate into clusters [2, 3] . An adhesion cluster can be modeled as N parallel bonds between two plates (Fig. 1) . The typical binding energy of a bond is about a few k B T to 10-20 k B T [4] and rarely exceeds this range [5] . Due to the weak binding energy associated with a bond, an adhesion cluster is sensitive to external forces. In his seminal work [3] , Bell calculated the lifetime of a cluster under constant external forces from the deterministic rate equation of the number of closed bonds. The dissociation of a bond induced by an external force was modeled as a particle escaping from a metastable potential well. When the barrier is high and the force is not very large, Bell assumed that the barrier height decreases linearly with the pulling force. Bell's study revealed a characteristic force f c . According to the prediction of the rate equation, when the external force is smaller than Nf c , the cluster is stable, and when the external force is greater than Nf c , the cluster dissociates rapidly.
Because bond dissociation is a stochastic process, the master equation for the probability distribution of the total number of closed bonds in a cluster at a given time was studied in [6, 7] . Here, based on Bell's assumption that the energy barrier for single-bond dissociation decreases linearly with external force, several scaling relations between the external force and the lifetime of a cluster were found [7] . Recently, the effective free energy G(N b ,f ) of an adhesion cluster with N b closed bonds under an external force Nf was constructed from the master equation without using Bell's linear assumption [8] . With this more general approach it was found that when f < f c , there is a free energy barrier on the dissociation pathway of a cluster and the lifetime for a cluster under a constant force per bond f scales exponentially with N ; when f > f c , this barrier disappears, and the lifetime for a cluster under a constant f is independent of N . Therefore large clusters have much longer lifetimes under small force per bond f but dissociate at large f as rapidly as small clusters. Thus the relation between f c and the free energy landscape of an adhesion cluster is established. Reference [9] further discussed how to construct G(N b ,f ) from experiments that measure the force-displacement relation of adhesion clusters.
However, the experimental techniques applied to measure the strength of noncovalent bonds, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) [10] , hydrodynamic shear using a flow chamber (HSFC) [11] , and biomembrane force probes (BFPs) [12, 13] , are often performed under constant loading rates. To establish a theoretical connection between the experimental findings and the properties of an adhesion cluster, the relations between the loading rate and the rupture force have been studied by a mean-field analysis [14] and a combined analysis of the rate equation and the master equation [15] . For example, it has been found [15] that when the rupture and rebinding kinetics of a single bond follows Bell's linear assumption, there is a regime of extremely low loading rates within which the cluster dissociates at its zero-force lifetime t zero ; for a loading rate above Nf c /t zero , the mean rupture force is roughly F r ≈ Nf c ; at a very high loading rate, rebinding of open bonds is negligible. However, previous studies were solely based on the analysis of dynamic equations that could not make a connection between the constant-loading rate experiment and the free energy landscape of the cluster. Therefore in this paper we analyze the mean rupture force F r of an adhesion cluster under a shared linear loading rate by a method that extends the approach in [8] . We focus on the regime where F r is not far from Nf c . By combining analytical study and Monte Carlo simulations, we find a characteristic loading rate c and a universal scaling relation between the rupture force and the loading rate. Like f c , the characteristic loading rate c is an emergent property of an adhesion cluster; both f c and c are crucial for a deep understanding of the mechanical response of adhesion clusters. Within our adhesion cluster model, the scaling relation between the loading rate and the rupture force naturally arises from the free energy landscape of any cluster under a force close to Nf c ; it is independent of the detailed rupture and rebinding kinetics of single bonds.
In this paper we consider an adhesion cluster with N parallel bonds, where the receptors are confined to a fixed plate and the ligands are connected to the upper plate by soft linkers (Fig. 1) . A closed bond becomes free when sufficiently strong thermal fluctuations or external forces act on it; a free bond can also rebind as long as the plates are still close to each other. Bond dissociation and association are modeled by Kramers' theory of a Brownian particle escaping from a potential well [16] [17] [18] . k off and k on are the rupture rate of a closed bond and the rebinding rate of a broken bond, respectively. In Sec. II, we briefly discuss how to construct the free energy of an adhesion cluster from the master equation of the number of closed bonds N b at a given force F = Nf . We also discuss how to find f c for an adhesion cluster. Section III discusses the mean rupture force F r = Nf r of a cluster under a constant linear loading F = t. Since the limits f r f c and f r f c are both relatively simple [15] , we focus on the situation when f r is close to f c . First, we show the results of the Monte Carlo simulations of the master equation for two different choices of k off and k on . One set of k off and k on is taken from Bell's original simple form [3] , and another set of k on and k off is chosen to represent a typical ligand-receptor pair connecting to a spring with a typical elastic constant [8] . Our simulations show that for both choices of k off and k on the rupture forces of an adhesion clusters under a constant loading rate obey the same scaling relation. At given ,
2/3 as long as the loading rate is lower than a model-dependent c . When reaches c , cluster dissociation occurs at f r = f c . When > c , f r > f c and f r increases rapidly with , and the numerical solutions of the rate equation agree with the Monte Carlo simulations because the fluctuations of the number of closed bonds are not important. The scaling relation found at < c is due to the fact that when f is close to f c , the shape of G(N b ,f ) close to the inflection point is approximately a cubic function of N b and the barrier height for cluster dissociation is linear in N . Thus the resulting relation between f r and is independent of the detailed force dependence of k off and k on , and the scaling relation can be derived analytically. Our analysis also provides an accurate estimate of the magnitude of c . Section IV summarizes our work.
II. THE FREE ENERGY OF AN ADHESION CLUSTER
A brief derivation of the free energy G(N b ,f ) for an adhesion cluster with N bonds under an external force F = Nf is presented in this section. More details can be found in a previous work [8] .
The probability that a cluster has N b closed bonds at time t, P (N b ,t), satisfies the master equation [19] 
Here the probability current
N b = 0 is an absorbing boundary of the master equation because rebinding from a completely dissociated state is impossible. It is important to note that, as has been discussed in [20] for more general situations, k on and k off in the master equation satisfy the detailed balance condition; thus under a given external force the system has a tendency to evolve toward the equilibrium state. The condition of detailed balance imposes the following relation for the free energy difference of a cluster with N b bonds and a cluster with N b − 1 bonds under given f :
This relation provides a way to find G( It has been shown in [8] that in the limit of large N the deterministic rate equation for N b can be derived from the master equation and that the sign of dN b /dt is the same as the sign of −∂G(N b ,f )/∂N b . Therefore there is a way to extract f c from the rate equation [8] . It is important to note that the critical force defined by Bell in [3] is the same as the critical force defined in [8] .
The rate equation can be written in the following form:
where n b = N b /N. The first term on the right hand side represents the rebinding events per unit time, and the second term is the unbinding events per unit time. It has been shown [8] that when f is sufficiently strong, dn b /dt is always negative for all positive n b . As f decreases to f c , the first term and the second term on the right hand side have a common tangency
In general, for given k on (n b ,f ) and k off (n b ,f ), f c and n * b are solved numerically.
III. RUPTURE FORCE OF A CLUSTER UNDER CONSTANT LOADING RATE
From previous studies [15] we know the following: (i) at an extremely low loading rate ( Nf c /t zero ), when the cluster dissociates, the force on the cluster is small, and the cluster dissociates at its zero-force lifetime t zero ; (ii) at an extremely high loading rate ( Nf c /t where t is the rupture time), cluster dissociation happens so fast that the rebinding of the open bonds becomes negligible. Since the cases of extremely low and high loading rates are simple, to study the nontrivial behavior of the cluster under constant loading rates, the simulations were carried out by choosing such that the cluster dissociates at a force close to Nf c .
To explore the model-independent properties of adhesion clusters under moderate loading rates, we have performed Monte Carlo simulations for two choices of k on and k off . The first set of k on and k off follows Bell's assumption, i.e., k on = μ is a constant and k off = k 0 exp(f x 0 /n b k B T ). We call this model the "constant k on model." Further simplification is made by choosing 1/k 0 to be the unit time and k B T /x 0 to be the unit force. Following [8] , in the simulations we chose μ = 1. The critical force per bond for the constant k on model has been calculated in [3, 8] , and it satisfies f c exp(
The second set of k on and k off is derived from a bare interaction energy U 0 (x) = 3(x −12 − 8x −8 + 8x −6 ) between a ligand and a receptor and the elastic energy U spring (x) = (1/2)(x − x p ) 2 of the linker. In this model the unit energy is k B T , and the unit length is chosen such that the elastic constant of the spring is unity. The choice of U 0 (x) is made such that it has a bound state at x 
0 (x (0) ) ≈ 3.355, and
depends on the position of the spring. For a given x p , the three points that satisfy U (x) = 0 are the bound state x b , the free state x f , and the barrier x . The total force acting on a cluster with N b = Nn b closed bonds is
Thus for given x p , we can solve x b , x f , and x numerically, and F (x p , n b ) can be found. In the simulation F = t is the control parameter; therefore in the actual numerical calculation we fix n b and adjust x p until the resulting F (x p , n b ) is equal to t, and then x b , x f , and x at given (F, n b ) are found. With these parameters, the binding and unbinding rates k off and k on can be calculated from the Kramers' escape rates [18] :
. (9) Here we have chosen the unit time such that the diffusion constant of the bond is unity. Since k on depends on f and n b , we call this model the "nonconstant k on model." In this model, the critical force per bond f c = 2.535 has been found numerically in [8] .
The simulations for the constant k on model were carried out by the Gillespie algorithm [21] . We choose the initial number of closed bonds to be the location of the zero-force metastable state and let the total force on the cluster increase linearly with time, i.e., F = t.
Let P 0 (N b ,t) be the probability for a cluster with N b closed bonds at t = 0 experiencing no unbinding or rebinding events in the time interval [0,t]. Since
solving the differential equation for P 0 (N b ,t) with the initial condition P 0 (N b ,0) = 1, one finds that
where
. The probability that the first rebinding or unbinding event happens in the time
where Q(t) = t 0 q(t )dt . In each simulation step, two random numbers, r 1 and r 2 , with uniform distribution over [0,1] are generated. r 1 determines the time interval between the previous and the current unbinding-rebinding events. The probability distributions of r 1 and the first unbinding-rebinding event are related to each 061914-3
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In the constant k on model, the above integral can be carried out, and the result is
where we have introduced γ = /N. By inverting the above relation numerically t can be found from r 1 . r 2 determines whether this event is an unbinding or a rebinding event. If r 2 > N b k off /q(t), then this event is a rebinding event; otherwise, this event is an unbinding event. The above mentioned steps are repeated until N b = 0 and the ensemble average of the rupture force over 1000 clusters is recorded.
In the nonconstant k on model, the complicated force dependence of k off and k on makes it impossible to derive an analytical relation similar to Eq. (14) . Therefore the Gillespie algorithm is not efficient. In this case we choose a small time interval t, which satisfies q(t) t = 0.01 for a simulation step. In each step a random number r with uniform distribution over [0, 1] 
is generated. If r > q(t) t, then there is no unbinding or rebinding event in the time interval [t,t + t]; if r N b k off (t) t, an unbinding event occurs within [t,t + t]; if N b k off (t) t < r q(t) t, a rebinding event occurs within [t,t + t].
The above mentioned procedure is repeated until N b = 0 and the ensemble average of the rupture force over 1000 clusters is recorded.
The simulation results for the mean rupture force per bond f r versus the loading rate for both the constant k on model and the nonconstant k on model are shown in Fig. 3 . It is clear that when reaches a model-dependent strength c , the cluster dissociation occurs at f r = f c for all N . At < c , f r is smaller than f c ; at > c , f r is greater than f c .
The existence of a characteristic loading rate c strongly implies some scaling relation between the rupture force F r and the loading rate . Indeed, when f r < f c the cluster dissociation can be described as a barrier crossing process along the N b axis, and a scaling relation between F r and can be found (Fig. 4) . As has been shown in [8] , as long as the free energy barrier for cluster dissociation is large compared to k B T , the dissociation rate of a cluster can be described as a Kramers' escape rate:
It is interesting to note that the effective mobility coefficient of the cluster N Therefore it is convenient to introduce n b = n b − n * b and express the free energy as a function of n b and f . When f = 0, the free energy has an inflection point at n b = 0, and there is no local minimum. At small f , the inflection point of the free energy shifts to n b ∼ f , and the free energy has a local minimum at n b > 0 when f becomes negative. The free energy at small ( n b , f ) can be expressed as
where a prefactor N makes G ∼ N ; thus a, b, and c are Nindependent constants. At f < 0, the location of the inflection point n I b , the location of the free energy barrier, the location of the free energy minimum, and the height of the barrier for Eq. (16) to the leading order in f are
To compute a, b, and c for given k on and k off , we solve n To obtain the scaling relation, we further expand the mobility coefficient of the cluster around small f and n b ; by keeping the leading contribution of k cluster , we find
Let φ(t) be the probability for the cluster to be in the bound state at time t. It satisfies the reaction equation
The probability that the cluster completely dissociates at time t is
and the mean rupture force of the cluster is
Notice that the upper limit of the integral in Eq. (24) is taken to be f c /γ because that is when the free energy barrier for cluster dissociation disappears, and we simply take the rupture force to be Nf c for clusters with lifetime t > f c /γ . It is straightforward to derive the scaling relation for the rupture force from Eq. (24),
As Fig. 4 shows, at sufficiently large N this scaling relation indeed holds for both models. Also notice that the deviation from the scaling relation at small N is very different in these two models. Thus it is clear that within our theoretical adhesion cluster model, the scaling relation is a universal property but the deviation from it at small N is model dependent. Now it is interesting to discuss the choice of k on and k off in our simulation models. At first glance, we have arbitrarily chosen μ = 1 for the constant k on model, and there are quite a few parameters in our nonconstant k on model. One may question how much our main result relies on the choice of parameters. However, the analytical derivation of the scaling form does not depend on any particular functional form of k on and k off . Thus one may consider it the other way around: our theory suggests a scaling relation that is independent of the details of single-bond rates, and this is supported by numerical simulations of two very different choices of single-bond rates. For the same reason we expect our main result will hold even when the single-bond rates are not described by simple onedimensional Kramers rates, such as the case discussed by [23] .
Equation (25) indicates that when = 2k 0 cluster f 0 /3, the rupture force should be F c . Although the Kramers escape rate Eq. (15) cannot describe cluster dissociation at F r Nf c , this nevertheless provides us an approximation of the modeldependent critical loading rate c . From equations (21) and (25),
We find that c = 0.461 for the constant k on model and c = 7.09 × 10 −4 for the nonconstant k on model. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , in both the constant k on and nonconstant k on models the critical loading rates calculated from Eq. (26) agree with the simulation results. This strongly supports our theoretical analysis. Notice that according to Eq. (22) , when = c = 2k 0 cluster f 0 /3, the probability that the cluster has already dissociated when F reaches F c is 1 − e −1 . That means that even at c the cluster is more likely to dissociate before the free energy barrier vanishes. This self-consistency check suggests the validity of using Eq. (15) for the rate of cluster dissociation for c . It is worth noticing that Eq. (10) relies on an adiabatic approximation that is valid when the characteristic time scale for bond association or dissocation is much shorter than the lifetime of the cluster. In this paper we focus on the regime in which the rupture force is close to Nf c and the loading rate is close to c , so the lifetime of the cluster is on the order of Nf c / c . Since c is independent of N , it is clear that the cluster lifetime Nf c / c becomes very large at large N , and using Eq. (10) to study the dissociation of the adhesion cluster in the present work is valid in this limit. Furthermore, the validity of using Eq. (10) to study the two simulation models can be easily confirmed by noting that the typical bond association or dissociation time in the simulation is much shorter than the lifetime of the clusters in all simulations.
When f r > f c , there is no free energy barrier when the cluster completely dissociates. It is reasonable to expect that for sufficiently large clusters under loading rates sufficiently greater than c , the rupture force should be well predicted by the rate equation with a time-dependent total force F = t = Nγ t. To understand how well the rate equation can predict the rupture force of a cluster at a large loading rate, we take all the simulation data points with rupture force greater than F c and compare them with the rupture force calculated from the rate equation. As shown in Fig. 5 , where Eq. (4) is solved by the Runge-Kutta method with the initial n b chosen to be n m b at f = 0, the rate equation agrees with the simulations for large clusters. This is true even for those points that are taken from loading rates very close to c . It strongly supports the idea that at > c the fluctuations of n b are not important for large clusters. Again, although the agreement between the rate equation and the simulations for the clusters with large N is model independent, the deviation between the rate equation and the simulation data points for clusters with small N is model dependent.
IV. CONCLUSION
Bell [3] pointed out that when one studies the mechanical response of an adhesion cluster, a characteristic force f c emerges such that clusters under forces below Nf c have a very long lifetime and clusters under forces stronger than Nf c dissociate quickly. Since then, many theoretical analyses and numerical works have been carried out to extend Bell's work to include the effects of the fluctuations of the number of closed bonds [7, 14, 15] . However, to gain deeper understanding of how f c emerges to be the characteristic force for the mechanical response of adhesion clusters, one needs to know how the free energy landscape of an adhesion cluster changes with the applied force. [8, 9] With this knowledge the forcelifetime relation for adhesion clusters can be understood from simple arguments based on statistical physics. [8] When we consider external forces that change with time, one naturally expects there to be some important time scale that characterizes the response of an adhesion cluster. With this goal in mind we have studied the rupture force of an adhesion cluster under an external force with a constant loading rate both theoretically and numerically. Since we expect that interesting universal properties should exist for clusters under forces close to F c , Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for loading rates that give rupture forces not far from F c . Indeed, from the simulations we found a characteristic loading rate c under which clusters with all N dissociates at F c , and this c provides the characteristic time scale that we are looking for.
When < c , the simulation results show that for a cluster with large N , the rupture force satisfies
. This result is universal because it comes from the qualitative shape of the free energy landscape of an adhesion cluster under a force close to f c . At > c , the rate equation can be applied to describe the rupture force of clusters with large N . The agreement between the simulations for large clusters and the rate equation indicates that the fluctuations of N b at > c are negligible for large clusters. These results are model independent; they reflect the universal aspects of adhesion clusters under forces with constant loading rates. The deviations between the theory and the simulations for small clusters are quite different for the constant k on model and the nonconstant k on model; these deviations reflect the model-dependent small-N corrections, which are not the focus of our study.
So far, experiments on multiple parallel bonds are often carried out on artificial systems with only a few bonds [24] or on biological cells [25] . These experiments either study systems with small N or systems much more complicated than the model presented in this work. Nevertheless, in principle experiments that aim at verifying our predictions can be carried out in artificial systems. One can prepare a plate with a constant density of ligands and another one with a constant density of receptors, put them into close contact at first, and then add an external pulling force that increases linearly with time. This force eventually pulls these two surfaces apart. The rupture force per bond f r under different loading rates and different plate sizes can be analyzed [26] . The f rcurves for different cluster sizes should intersect at (f c , c ). Then the scaling relation for f r can be checked from the experimental data. Of course, in real experiments the system is much less ideal, and there may be bond heterogeneity, unequal load sharing between the bonds, and side effects. Also, it is possible that the single-bond dynamics reflect the high dimensionality of the single-bond energy landscape such that there are multiple single-bond unbinding pathways [17] . Since most of the theoretical studies on adhesion clusters, including this work, start with the same simplified picture of an adhesion cluster [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] , it will be very interesting to examine if the main results of our theoretical analysis can still be observed in the presence of these effects.
In summary, we have shown that the constant-force free energy G (N b ,F ) is helpful for us to understand the mechanical strength of an adhesion cluster. A characteristic force f c , a characteristic loading rate c , and several universal properties of adhesion clusters emerge from the analysis based on our model. Particularly, in this paper we are able to derive a scaling form for the rupture force f r , and the critical loading rate c can be found from this scaling form. An experiment that can check the theoretical predictions of our model is also suggested. Our results could be helpful in studies of biomimetic systems or focal adhesions [27] in biological cells.
